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Social Media 

Massive democratization of the 

media that influences our lives 





Many 
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Privacy 



Privacy 





Alexandra Thran 

Inadvertently violated confidentiality by 

revealing details of an injury on Facebook. 

She never revealed the patient’s name. 

Fined Re-education License 



Amy Dunbar on Facebook 

So I have a patient who has 

chosen to either no-show or 

be late (sometimes hours) for 

all of her prenatal visits, and 

NSTs. She is now 3 hours late 

for her induction. May I show 

up late to her delivery? 



Amy Dunbar’s Friends on Facebook 

I'm surprised u see a patient that late. 

I came 30 min late to my Gyne once 

and they made me reschedule even 

though I once waited 2 hrs to be 

seen by this dr. 

 

It it's elective, it'd be cancelled! 

 

Cancel the induction. 



a lurker on Facebook 

here is the explanation why I have 

put up with it/not cancelled 

induction: prior stillbirth. 

Amy Dunbar on Facebook 



on Facebook 

here is the explanation why I have put up 

with it/not cancelled induction: prior 

stillbirth. 

Everywhere 



Social media is a hot mic. 

You never know who 

may be listening and it is 

always being recorded. 



Addiction 





N=5,208 

nationally 

representative 

sampling 

Likes 

Status  

updates 

Links followed 

 

Shakya HB, Christakis NA. Association 

of Facebook Use With Compromised 

Well-Being: A Longitudinal Study. Am J 

Epidemiol. 2017;185(3):203-211. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/aje/kww189 

1....2....3 
Fewest Most 

the more we use social media the unhappier and unhealthier we are 
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problematic 

facebook use 

anxiety 

depression 

associated 
Marino C, Gini G, Vieno A, Spada MM. 

The associations between problematic 

Facebook use, psychological distress 

and well-being among adolescents 

and young adults: A systematic review 

and meta-analysis. J Affect Disord. 

2018;226:274-281. 

23 independent studies  13,929 participants 

meta-analysis 
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46% 

87% 

25% 

69% 

16 year old 19 year old



increase 5-fold in the number 

of people over cut-offs 

40% of college students now 

have hypomania 





Tribalism 



“Private (Recruit) Minassian Infantry 00010, wishing to 

speak to Sgt 4chan please, C23249161. The Incel 

Rebellion has already begun!.. All hail the Supreme 

Gentleman Elliot Rodger!” 

—Alek Minassian on Facebook 



Unlike others who use the 

Internet to fill sexual needs 

by viewing pornography, 

engaging in sexually explicit 

chatting, or having cyber sex 

(Maheu, 1999), less than a 

quarter of our sample (22%) 

reported engaging in these 

behaviors. In fact, they 

appeared to be using the 

Internet more to find 

moral support than for 

sexual stimulation. For most, 

the Internet was used to 

create a sense of community 

and to fill emotional needs. 

Denise Donnelly, Elisabeth Burgess, Sally Anderson, Regina Davis & Joy Dillard (2010) Involuntary 

celibacy: A life course analysis, The Journal of Sex Research, 38:2, 159-169. 



hate 

misogyny 

lonely 

low self-esteem 

4Chan 

incel.me 

reddit 

“What really distinguishes them [members of Incel] is the fact 

that they find each other online, and they escalate their 

rhetoric consistently until it reaches this kind of violent, feverish 

pitch.” 

 

—Arshy Mann 



r/incels banned on November 7, 2017 

for calling for violence or physical 

harm. 

 

40,000 members of this subreddit 



Andrew J. Wakefield 



the interactive and interpersonal 

nature of many social media sites 

could make posted anti-vaccine 

content particularly potent.25 

It [social media] thus permits a 

minority of motivated individuals to 

potentially control the discourse and, 

at times, contribute to the spread of 

misinformation 





In the real world, anti-vaccine networks are sparse, and finding 

similarly minded people takes a lot of effort. But Facebook can 

connect any two anti-vaxxers in just one or two steps. 

But, really, the heart of the problem is human nature. 

We seek out information that affirms our beliefs — even 

if those beliefs are bunk. 



Permanence  



First-round prospect Josh Allen is under heat the day 

of the 2018 NFL Draft for tweets he made while in 

high school. 

The social media posts, which no longer appear on 

Allen's page, contained racial slurs and offensive 

language, according to Yahoo! Sports. 

Allen acknowledged the tweets, most of which were 

from 2012 and 2013, to ESPN's Chris Mortenson, 

saying, "If I could go back in time, I would never have 

done this in a heartbeat. At the time, I obviously 

didn't know how harmful it was and now has 

become. 

"I hope you know and others know I'm not the type of 

person I was at 14 and 15 that I tweeted so recklessly. 

... I don't want that to be the impression of who I am, 

because that is not me. I apologize for what I did." 

Josh Allen 





Kevin Williamson 

Williamson’s deadly solution for women 

who’ve had abortions wasn’t just an aberrant 

tweet. In a 2014 podcast, Williamson repeatedly 

and forcefully defended his view that those 

women should be executed. 



jokes and context are lost in the sands of time 
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Community 







how do you ask for a kidney on transplant? 



Kumar K, King EA, Muzaale AD, Konel JM, Bramstedt KA, Massie 

AB, Segev DL, Cameron. A Smartphone App for Increasing Live 

Organ Donation.Am J Transplant. 2016 Dec;16(12):3548-3553. 



Kumar K, King EA, Muzaale AD, Konel JM, Bramstedt KA, Massie 

AB, Segev DL, Cameron. A Smartphone App for Increasing Live 

Organ Donation.Am J Transplant. 2016 Dec;16(12):3548-3553. 



find “your people” with similar interests 

this is the positive side of tribalism 



Gitelman’s syndrome 

• Hypokalemia 

• Hypomagnesemia 

• Metabolic alkalosis 

• Normal to low blood pressure 

• Intense salt cravings 

1 in 40,000 



"I haven't seen this before, but I have read about it." "The last time I saw this was during my fellowship" 



Should I get a port-a-cath? Should I get a picc 

line? 

The pharmacy changed forms of 

potassium. How can I get the old one? 

Is liquid potassium better than pills? 

Is magnesium taurate 

okay? 

I get more muscle pain after IV 

potassium. Is that normal? 



174 members 





...helped me realize I wasn’t crazy and was not a 

hypochondriac or just a drama queen. 



...helped me feel part of the human race again. 



So having people here who understand and 

relate has really allowed me to believe I can do 

this. 



Citing many cases in the US finally helped me 

persuade clinicians in the UK to allow me to try 

this which has transformed my symptoms. 



...you don’t have to explain yourself or try to make 

people understand because they already “get it.” 



174 members 





Answer Machine 









#AskRENAL 



? 
blah, blah, blah 

blah, blah? 

#AskRenal 

1,160 

followers 



Medical students, brings us your confusion, your 

riddles, your frustrations with renal. Your mass of 

ambiguity yearning for clarity. Throw off your 

darkness for enlightenment. #AskRenal is here to 

light your journey. 



Advocacy 





egg-size lumps on the soles of 

her feet, her joints swelled and 

her limbs twitched 

uncontrollably. 

…needed a wheelchair. 

A 14-year-old Quebec girl, Annabelle 

Morin, died two weeks after receiving 

the second injection of the vaccine. 

then they inserted a feeding 

tube. 



H e r e ’ s  a  t i p :  d o n ’ t  r e a d  a  w e b s i t e  r u n  b y  a  r u r a l  

d o c t o r  w h o s e  s l o g a n  i s  “ w i e l d i n g  t h e  l a s s o  o f  

t r u t h . ”  

— H e a t h e r  M a l l i c k  



Juliet Guichon, of the University of Calgary, is the 

recipient of the Canadian Medical Association 

Medal of Honor for HPV vaccine related work.  

 

Dr. Rupert Kaul is a Professor in the Departments 

of Medicine and Immunology, and the Head of the 

Division of Infectious Diseases at the University of 

Toronto. 

 

This response is endorsed by 63 specialists in 

infectious disease, public health or related sciences. 



15 days later… 





Collaboration 
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Can we tip the balance? 



digital native myth 

July 1, 2017 College 

2013 

High School 

2009 

Start High School 

2005 

12M 



consume 

9 
comment 

1 

create 



1 

create 

How do we assure that medicine has a surplus of 

creators? 

NEPHROLOGY SOCIAL MEDIA INTERNSHIP 
Nikhil Shah Scherly Leon Hector Madariaga Chi D. Chu  



NEPHROLOGY SOCIAL MEDIA COLLECTIVE INTERNSHIP 
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2015 2016 2017 2018









Faith in your friends is yours 

Over confidence is 

your weakness 


